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Upcoming Events
COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Three Linked Festivals of Spring
Aries, Sunday, April 17, 2011 @ 6:50 PM (early start)
Taurus, Monday, May 16, 2011 @ 7:45 PM
Gemini, Tuesday, June 14 @ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
The Great Event:
Its Meaning And Significance
The Charge Of The Light Brigade
A Final Word

P. 1 by Tom Carney
P. 5 by Chris Moneypenny
P. 6 by Ernie Suazo

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00 AM
Building the Lighted Way - Tuesday Mornings @ 10:30 AM
The Nature of the Soul - Tuesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Group Meditation Work
April 3, 2011 through May 2, 2011
Toiler, when the energy is transmuted into an ocean of light, does thy consciousness quiver
or expand? Toiler, is thy heart fearful or exultant when before thee looms Infinity?
Community, Epilog
May 3, 2011 through June 1, 2011
Of what nature is the future life? A Treatise On White Magic, P. 83

Arcana Workshops
Meeting Location:
3916 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 107
Culver City, CA 90230

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-749-3585, 310-545-0910

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax-exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax-deductible.
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The Great Event:
Its Meaning and Significance

I

almost universal agreement is that a male
child was born to a woman. After that
statement all other data points have been
and continue to be hotly debated.

t is beyond question that a couple of
thousand or so years ago a rather
significant event in the Great Unfolding
occurred
on
planet
Earth.
Just
speculating: It could be the fact that
humanity had reached a point in the
recapitulation cycle of the first Solar
System that indicated we were ready to
move more directly into the New Cycle for
Humanity and the Planet, and called forth
the opportunity and the Avatar that would
lay the ground work for that evolutionary
growth.

However, the exact historical details of the
man's life are not discernable and are only
marginally
important
anyway.
The
relatively agreed upon facts are that a
male child was born around two thousand
years ago probably in what we now call
Bethlehem. He lived about 33 years and
was crucified.

What
most
Most of the bits
people,
today, The relatively agreed upon facts are that a of data we have
know
and male child was born around two thousand regarding
this
years ago probably in what we now call person's
consequently
life
understand about Bethlehem. He lived about 33 years and come
from
the meaning and was crucified.
personal
significance
of
recollections and
that event comes from the analysis and
narratives. These are found in the first
opinions of the data found in the
four books of the New Testament. They
bestselling book in human history, the
recount, with not much detail, the life of
Bible. Thing about this data source is that
this person whose given name was Jesus.
it has been published and republished
hundreds if not thousands of times with
In
today's
political/economic
world
many
language
and
interpretation
paradigm that Jesus would have had lots
variations and different chapters or books.
of friends. He was very young, very bright
Which of these various Bibles is the best
and concerned with the common good
source of what actually occurred around
and general welfare of humanity. This, as
this significant event depends on which
history has shown over and over, can be
religion, or which branch of which religion
a very dangerous combination of
one may favor. A Google search on the
attributes for long life.
birth of Christ will return in the
neighborhood of 3,280,000 hits.
To be brief, Jesus, whom many of us
know as the Christ, got into politics which
The effect of this 2000 year long tons of
is and always has been associated with
research and the consequent thoughtform
religion and money or power. What else
blizzard which it has generated has been
is an Avatar supposed to do? It is pretty
to largely obfuscate both the man and His
hard to do the avatar thing in a mountain
message. Very simply: The one point of
cave. Avataring requires hands and feet
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unto these others as if they were his self,
mainly because they are.

on the turf. As Master M, Rossul Morya
(Расул Мориа), points out in Illumination,
II: V:5, Christ made this very clear and
very simple:

Unavoidably, He attracted a lot of
attention from the power establishment of
the
day.
To
this
day,
power
establishments have never been fond of
those whose primary interest is the
Common Good and the General Welfare.
Christ was not the first to experience their
ire, and we can name dozens who
followed.

"During the night march the guide lost his
way. After some seeking I found Christ
seated upon a sand mound looking at the
sands flooded by moonlight. I said to Him,
"We have lost the way. We must await the
indication of the stars."
"Rossul M., what is a way to Us, when the
whole world is awaiting Us?"

His primary message, although buried
under additional tons of mostly misleading
and just plain wrong thoughtforms has
perhaps been sent down though the
intervening ages in a clear and simple
straightforward mantram with which most
of those who will read this Thoughtline will
be familiar:

Then, taking His bamboo staff, He traced
a square around the impression of His
foot, saying "Verily, by human feet." And
making the impression of His palm, He
surrounded it also with a square. "Verily,
by human hands."

Mantram of Unification

Between the squares He drew the
semblance of a pillar surmounted by an
arc. He said: "O how Aum shall penetrate
into the human consciousness! Here I
have drawn a pistil and above it an arc,
and have set the foundation in four
directions. When by human feet and
human hands the Temple will be built
wherein will blossom the pistil laid by Me,
then let the Builders pass by My Way.
Why should We await the way, when it is
before Us?" Illumination, II: V:5.

The sons of men are one, and we are one with them.
We seek to love, not hate;
We seek to serve and not exact due service;
We seek to heal, not hurt.
Let pain bring due reward of light and love.
Let the soul control the outer form,
and life, and all events,
and bring to light the love
which underlies the happenings of the time.
Let vision come and insight; let the future stand
revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate and outer cleavages be
gone.
Let love prevail.
Let all men love.

Christ was very good at what He did. He
attracted a lot attention from the common
people of the day. He spoke and taught
about a better way to live. It was not
complicated, and was more or less based
on the notion that human beings are free
people, that all men and women are
brothers and sisters, that one should do

Discipleship in the New Age – Vol. I, p. 790;
The Externalization of the Hierarchy, p. 142

A close analysis of the lives and
messages of most of those who over the
2
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crucifixion was the gate that connected
the two births.

following 20 centuries attempted to be
way showers will reveal the same basic
tenets.

The crucifixion, we might speculate, was
the breaking of the waters and the
beginning of the long journey down the
birth canal. The second birth, the
resurrection, occurred 3 days later. Thus
we have in 33 or so years the complete
journey, the foretelling of our destiny.

Well, Christ did His Avatar thing over two
thousand years ago. Although the myopic
view of the present world situation would
lead us to despair, and although there is
much of a very serious and challenging
nature left to do, my view is that we, that
is humanity, have made and are making
very good progress in the effort to
For humanity, the Piscean Age was the
implement His simple message. We are
birth canal. It was a long and painful
doing this in spite of the raging stupidity
labor, but now, two thousand years later,
and chaos which is still being generated
we have the baby, who we call The New
by those very same forces who were
Age. The Piscean Age was the doorway
upset with His message two thousand
into the Aquarian Age. It was a doorway
years ago and are still, more than ever,
through which humanity as a whole had to
upset by it.
pass. It took most
The event was a 33 year long of the two thousand
Do not become demonstration of the power of Love, a years.
confused by any of relatively new energy.
the cloaks or masks
And
so
we
these dark forces wear. They are at home
approach the full moon in the solar month
today, as they were then, in the guise of
of Aries.
According to various
religion, politics, finance, academia and,
astronomical calculations, Christ was
as we have seen, even science. The big
crucified and resurrected in Aries. Isaac
problem they face today is that, although
Newton placed the date as Friday, April
they do not hesitate to do it, they can't
23, AD 34. Later computer based
solve their problem by killing just one
calculations based the date as April 3,
person.
and the resurrection as Sunday April 5th,
AD 33.
Over the past couple of thousand years
the vast majority of our attention has been
This year, 2011, the exact time of the
directed by good or ill toward the
Aries full moon in this cycle is April 17 at
crucifixion aspect of this event. We need
7:45 PM PDT.
to realize and focus on the event as a
whole if we are to begin to grasp its
As we assemble for the opportunity which
deeper meanings and significance. The
the meeting of the highest and lowest
event was a 33 year long demonstration
provides each solar month let us focus on
of the power of Love, a relatively new
the future, on the glorious path which lies
energy. The event began with a birth and
ahead for humanity and our planet. By
ended with another birth. Death by
steadfastly returning again and again to
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face and gradually overcome all the
obstacles of war, carnage, greed, slavery
and famine placed in our way while
treading the path of Pisces over the past
2000 years, we have earned the right to
tread the Path into the Age of Aquarius
and the Satya Yuga.

brothers and sisters the world around.
This is not a mystical or magical thing. It
is a matter of consciousness expansion, a
matter of evolution. Evolution, I might
point out, can perhaps be retarded, but it
is not possible to stop. It is the destiny of
humanity to become the Christ.

Today, "Aum", that is Christ, that is Love,
has indeed penetrated into and through
human consciousness. It is manifesting
through multitudes of multitudes of

Tom Carney
April 2011

The Charge Of The Light Brigade

I

speak as one of us, to us here in Los We have taken in through study and related
via
meditation
to
much
Angeles, as well as to all within the ourselves
ring-pass-not of Arcana Workshops knowledge and impression over much time
and the Thoughtline missive. I simply reflect and hence become aware of exactly what is
what I am hearing from many of our group, upon us at this time in history. We have
as daily and group conversations roll, and context for it, the context to understand
what
is
from those in
at
other
groups. There is a great call resounding from happening
important
There is a great Humanity at this time, a great need mounting, this
turning
point.
call resounding and they know not what is upon them.
And so, we have
from Humanity
some
at this time, a
great need mounting, and they know not perspective on it and some ability to
what is upon them. Right now we are in a respond to it that many of our human family
roll of natural disasters and economic brothers and sisters do not.
breakdown with threats of wars percolating.
When any one of the foretold events of Our endeavors in the world, wherever they
great scale occur, Humanity will react and lie upon the range of service, from being in
need answers. We, and all our brothers incarnation on the path at this time to using
working the world around, are the ones that an outward form of presentation, all ring.
will be standing right in front of them. Will Our embodied service rings when we
our particular group forces be mustered? consciously carry the note of the Synthetic
Ashram wherever we go, whether we are
Do we want to be sure that they are?
perfect at it or perfecting. Let’s commit to
coming together for meditations at the time
I vote yes!
of the full moon. Each synchronizing with
the group, the working group is
4
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synchronized to the cycles and so we are
synchronized to the wave of coming events.
Join with your local group already gathering
in physical dense, or create a small group
to start. The global rhythm is alive and well readily available to tap into. Participate in
and absorb the essence of the group work
rhythmically. Let’s give ourselves the
periodic reconnection with the mission at
these
points
of
cyclic
exchange.
Consistency with this practice affords a very
stabilizing effect, to which many can attest.

April 2011
showing up in our environment? Are we
responding to the best of our ability now, or
would being in greater connection with the
nature of the moment help us catch a
greater wave making our words and our
actions stand for greater light here now?

Let’s weigh in. Let’s bring our weight to
bear. How can we, with all our resources
and resolute love for Humanity chime in to
counterbalance the difficult and warped
events on the world stage or respond to
fears arising in a particular quadrant or
sector of Humanity? Whether we can or
Together we can understand the particular can’t always answer the questions in the
nature of the
immediate
we
give
ourselves
the
periodic are
season
as Let’s
placing
expressed
by reconnection with the mission at these ourselves to be
various members points of cyclic exchange. Consistency with aware
of
as
of the group. this practice affords a very stabilizing effect, much
as
Each moon of
possible
to which many can attest.
each
season
together.
To
plays its equal
points of light like these, answers are
role in the movement of the whole. It is fairly drawn. Let’s exercise the muscle we have
easy for us to understand Wesak and its developed, use the wiring and alignments
counterpart in Scorpio.
As a group, we have built, still behind the scenes, of
because of our joint years of study in this course, but also as a part of the scene we
and many associative fields, we have vast are in, and for the scene which looms
resources to draw on to flush out the rich before us.
and specific significance of each full moon
Chris Moneypenny
of each season. What is in play each
April 2011
month, each sign of the zodiac? What
energies can we be aware of? What is
coming into full fruition and what naturally
follows from here? How are these energies
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A Final Word

M

ay I say, my brothers and sisters of the light, we have come ‘round the horn.
Stand steady, for no-thing is over. We are merely letting go of what we no
longer need, as we gather what we have, and move on down the road. It is
tireless movement onward to the next progression. Our collective past has shown us the
way through individual effort and now it is our turn of the spiral to take our steps as a
group into the responsibility that beckons each of us. Though the tides are huge our unity
creates the buoyancy that allows our little vessel safe travel across the vast ocean that is
Life. We are preparing for what is to come and we are living what we have brought to aid
and uplift those we know are in need. It is the endless path that we are becoming. Let us
joyfully give until we have no more to give. Blessings be upon our unanimity. We invite
each to join in meditation, upon those subtle planes of existence where we are one, as we
gather ‘round the world in our collective strength, to receive and radiate that sweet, sweet
Love.
Ernie Suazo
April 2011
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